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Data People:  
This is our time 









Moonshot. Grounded.

80%
of the work in  

any data project  
is cleaning the data.

DJ PATIL



Automation is not 
the solution



Achieving Liftoff Takes People



Focus on the User









Designing For Humans



Not Designing for SciFi



Visually 
simple, 

Functionally 
strong
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Design Principles



Visually simple, functionally strong









Elegance at Scale



Elegance at Scale
Design for micro and macro



User Empowerment



User Empowerment

Exploration



User Empowerment

Exploration

Mistakes/Failure/Iteration



Celebrate Success 



I want to work on predictive analytics to solve fraud 
and customer retention problems for the bank and 
not waste my time with data prep.”

“
DATA SCIENTIST

LIANN
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I am here to help the organization. I can help pull 
data and setup data marts. Overall I’d love to see 
processes become more efficient and self-service.”

“
IT PROGRAMMER

BEN



Predictive Interaction

VISUALIZATION



Predictive Interaction

User interacts with 

data visualizations

VISUALIZATION



Predictive Interaction

User interacts with 

data visualizations
Algorithms predict 

desired action based on 

data + context

VISUALIZATION
PREDICTION



Data previews allow 

user to choose, adjust 

and ratify
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Demo







People Transforming Data
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